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[Translated from Chinese]
[Reply from China, dated 5 March 2022]
Receipt is hereby acknowledged of the letter dated 18 January 2022 addressed
jointly by the United Nations Human Rights Council’s Special Rapporteur on trafficking in
persons, especially women and children, Working Group on the issue of human rights and
transnational corporations and other business enterprises, Special Rapporteur on the
human rights of migrants, and the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery,
including its causes and consequences (ref. OL CHN 11/2021). The Chinese Government
wishes to make the following reply:
The Chinese Government has always required overseas Chinese enterprises to
strictly comply with local laws and regulations and conscientiously fulfil their social
responsibilities. It is our understanding that Tianjin Electric Power Construction Company
Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Tianjin Electric Power Construction), a subsidiary of China
Energy Engineering Corporation Ltd., was the contractor responsible for the construction
of most of the facilities of the Linglong tyre plant project in Zrenjanin, Serbia, and had
signed labour dispatch service contracts with three legally registered Vietnamese labour
companies (Song Hỷ Gia Lai Company Limited, Công Ty Xuất Khẩu Lao Động Bảo Sơn and
Công Ty Cổ Phần Quốc Tế Kaizen (Kaizen International Stock Company) ) to arrange for
Vietnamese workers to work at the project site.
The labour dispatch companies signed labour contracts with the Vietnamese workers
(subject to Vietnamese law and approved by the Vietnamese Ministry of Labour); Tianjin
Electric Power Construction issued letters of invitation (which were also referred to the
Municipal Migration Office of the Serbian city of Zrenjanin and the Serbian Ministry of
Labour) and this was reported by the Vietnamese labour dispatch companies to the
Vietnamese Embassy in Romania (Vietnam does not have an embassy in Serbia), which
applied for Serbian visas on its behalf. No “trafficking in human beings” took place, as
alleged in the communication.
In order to streamline the processing of work permits and vaccinations for the
Vietnamese workers, the Project Department of Tianjin Electric Power Construction
needed to collect their passports; the workers could collect their passports from the
Project Department at any time during the processing as needed. No “seizure of
passports” took place, as alleged in the communication.
Tianjin Electric Power Construction signed labour dispatch service contracts with
Vietnamese labour dispatch service companies; it did not sign employment contracts with
the Vietnamese workers. According to the contracts, Tianjin Electric Power Construction
was responsible for the Vietnamese workers’ food and accommodation, as well as their
visa fees and round-trip air tickets from Vietnam to Serbia. There was no provision in the
contract “prohibiting union organisation of any kind”. The workers’ monthly wages were
paid in full based on actual attendance and payment was confirmed by the individual
workers’ signatures on the payroll forms. No “deductions from workers’ wages” were
made, as alleged in the communication.
The Project Department of Tianjin Electric Power Construction rented an unused
factory building and converted it into a centralized living area for the Vietnamese workers.
The area was equipped with sufficient drinking water facilities and washrooms. In midOctober, the Project Department issued electric heaters and provided the Vietnamese
workers with cotton clothes, cotton shoes, thermal underwear and other cold-weather
apparel. To better ensure an adequate and stable power supply to the living area, the
Project Department moved all the Vietnamese workers to a new living area, with complete
facilities in the rooms, daily body temperature checks for all staff, and face masks issued
daily for each worker. At present, 60 new dormitory rooms have been built to serve as
emergency backup for epidemic prevention and isolation, and the relevant local
authorities have been asked to inspect and approve them. There is no “lack of epidemic
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prevention measures”, contrary to the allegation in the communication.
From September to November 2021, no local civil society organizations approached
the Project Department of Tianjin Electric Power Construction through official channels to
request assistance for the Vietnamese workers or to seek clarification from the
Department on the situation of these Vietnamese workers. Only some local media made
false reports about the situation of the Vietnamese workers. There was no “deliberate
blocking of assistance to the Vietnamese workers”. The communication’s allegation that
there were “two strikes in September - November 2021 due to lack of food and unpaid
wages” is a fabrication.
In order to solicit opinions and suggestions from the Vietnamese workers on their
living conditions and working environment, the Project Department of Tianjin Electric
Power Construction contacted the workers to provide input on a voluntary and equal basis
and recorded them in a friendly manner, rather than forcing them to sign a statement. It is
not true that the “Vietnamese workers were forced to sign a statement”, as alleged in the
communication.
Moreover, the Serbian and Vietnamese sides have made public clarifications
regarding the false allegations about the situation of the Vietnamese workers. From 16 to
17 November 2021, the Serbian Ministry of Labour, the Migration Department and the
local police and fire services conducted in-depth inspections of the Vietnamese workers’
living environment, living facilities, meals provided by the Project Department, work
documents, working environment, and distribution of labour supplies. The Ministry of
Labour concluded that there were no problems whatsoever, and the Immigration
Department and the local police station considered all the Vietnamese workers’
documents to be genuine and valid. On 22 November, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Vietnam arranged for three staff members from its embassy in Romania to visit the project
site to inspect the living environment and living conditions of the Vietnamese workers and
concluded that no Vietnamese workers had been maltreated, no Vietnamese workers’
passports and working documents had been confiscated, and no personal freedoms had
been restricted.
For many years, the Chinese Government has been studying and debating the
ratification of Conventions Nos. 29 and No. 105 of the International Labour Organization
and has undertaken long-term technical cooperation with that Organization. Since 2021,
the Chinese side has further strengthened the process of combing through domestic laws
and regulations, and it has continued to engage in exchanges and discussions with the ILO
and related institutions. After unremitting efforts, the preparatory work for the ratification
of the Conventions has been basically completed.
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